Dear Sir,

With great interest we read an article by Frass et al. entitled “Securing the airway patency by firefighters with the use of CombiTube. A pilot data” [1]. In this study, the authors present the effectiveness of airway management with the use of CombiTube by firefighters. According to numerous studies, the learning curve of supraglottic ventilation devices is significantly shorter than that of direct laryngoscopy [2, 3].

The history of supraglottic airway devices (SADs) dates back to the early 1980s. Since then, many types of these devices have appeared on the medical market and have undergone various modifications, an example of which is the fact that we can now purchase the third generation of SADs (Fig. 1). The initial devices, as was the case with the standard laryngeal mask (LMA), were composed of a ventilation channel and a sealing mask, however, the latest family of devices was additionally equipped with channels allowing the introduction of a catheter and decompression of the stomach from excess air or gastric contents.

Over the last decades, these devices have been used not only in emergency medicine, but also to protect the airway during short surgical procedures [4]. An update of the American Heart Association (AHA) resuscitation guidelines as well as the European Resuscitation Council (ERC) guidelines indicated supraglottic airway devices as a method of airway management during cardiopulmonary resuscitation. If the device is introduced into the airways, it is necessary to verify its correct position and airway protection, followed by auscultating upper abdomen, while chest compressions are being carried out. This procedure is designed to prevent air leaks in the event of increased chest pressure — as is the case with chest compressions. If the person auscultating the upper abdomen does not hear murmurs suggesting air leaks, asynchronous cardiopulmonary resuscitation is permitted [3]. As indicated by numerous studies supraglottic airway devices can be used with high efficiency after a short training, so that they can be used, among others, by the firefighters mentioned by Frass et al. or nurses [1]. This makes it possible to protect the airway while performing an uninterrupted chest compression, which minimizes the length of the break during which the chest is not compressed. An additional aspect of using supraglottic airway devices is the possibility of using them in cases where access to the airways is limited, which precludes endotracheal intubation, as is often the case with patients trapped in a vehicle [5–7]. Therefore, it can be assumed that SADs are universal methods of airway protection, providing an important alternative for personnel without adequate experience in endotracheal intubation.

Figure 1. Laryngeal mask airway: A) 1-st generation LMA Unique (Laryngeal Mask Company Limited); B) 3-rd generation LMA Supreme (Teleflex)
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